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Influence of band structure on ballistic transport revealed by molecular nanoprobe
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In this study we characterize the tautomerization of HPc on Cu(111) as a charge-carrier-induced reversible
one-electron process. An analysis of the bias-dependent tautomerization rate finds an energy threshold that
corresponds to the energy of the N-H stretching mode. By using the tautomerization of the molecule as a detector
for charge carrier transport in the so-called molecular nanoprobe (MONA) technique, we provide evidence for an
inhomogeneous coupling between the fourfold-symmetric molecule and sixfold-symmetric surface. We conclude
the study by comparing the energy dependence of charge carrier transport on the Cu(111) to the Ag(111) surface.
While the MONA technique is limited to the detection of hot-electron transport for Ag(111), our data reveal that
the lower onset energy of the Cu surface state also allows for the detection of hot-hole transport. The influence
of surface and bulk transport on the MONA technique is discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the past decades, the evolution of microelectronics fol-
lowed Moore’s law, which states that the number of transistors
in integrated circuits doubles every two years. This trend
mainly relied on the continued miniaturization of the tran-
sistor to a point, where the gate length is below 10 nm and
single defects potentially compromise device functionality
[1]. Although it is well known that step edges, defects, or the
surface roughness significantly influence a material’s trans-
port properties [2–10], the investigation of electrical transport
on atomic length scales, where the interaction of charge carri-
ers with single discontinuities could be investigated, remains
a challenging task.

The standard scientific tool to measure the electrical resis-
tivity of solid-state materials is the four-point probe technique.
Originally developed by Wenner as a means “to determine
the resistivity of limited portions of the earth” more than 100
years ago [11], it was developed by generations of scientists
to a versatile platform which is nowadays broadly used as an
“interdisciplinary characterization tool in materials science,
semiconductor industries, geology, physics, etc.” [12]. How-
ever, the four-point probe technique offers only limited access
to atomic-scale charge transport properties. This limitation is
caused by the finite radius of the probes, which is in the range
between 10 to 20 nm under reasonably ideal circumstances.
As a consequence, probe spacings below twice the radius, i.e.,
20–40 nm, cannot be achieved [13,14].
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To understand charge transport behavior on atomic length
scales, novel measurement techniques need to be developed.
One option is to abandon all but one tip and to use the only
remaining tip of a conventional scanning tunneling micro-
scope (STM) to locally inject electrical charge carriers, i.e.,
electrons or holes, into the sample surface. The high resolu-
tion of an STM enables the measurement of transport over
distances of single nanometers. In addition, to achieve the
goal of a transport measurement technique with atomic-scale
spatial resolution, a sufficiently small charge detector needs
to be identified. Based on earlier experiments performed by
Liljeroth and co-workers [15], we recently proposed that the
reversible switching of single molecules between multiple
stable states may serve this role. Correspondingly, we termed
this technique “molecular nanoprobe” (MONA).

Several detector molecules offering various molecular
switching processes have been used so far. Based on ear-
lier work by Liljeroth and co-workers [15], who observed
the direct STM-induced tautomerization of naphthalocyanine
molecules, Kügel and co-workers [16] analyzed the tautomer-
ization process of phthalocyanine (Pc) molecules in more
detail. Pc tautomerization is mediated by the N-H stretching
mode which can be excited by inelastic electron scattering
with a threshold energy Eth ≈ 408 meV, i.e., “hot electrons”
energetically far above the Fermi level. In contrast, the rota-
tion of cis-2-buten on Pd(110) exhibits a much lower threshold
energy of ≈ 30 mV only [17,18]. It has been shown by
Ladenthin and co-workers [19], that this process can even be
triggered by hot electrons injected into the substrate up to
100 nm away from the detector molecule. In the meantime,
several studies that explore the influence of atom-by-atom–
assembled nanostructures [20,21], substituents [22], or the
impact of anisotropic surfaces [18] have been performed.

However, most of these MONA studies were restricted
to the investigation of hot electron transport, whereas the
transport of holes has not yet been investigated. The reason
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FIG. 1. (a) Tunneling spectrum of the Cu(111) surface (black
line). As indicated by the gray parabola, the steplike increase of the
dI/dU signal at E − EF = eU ≈ 450 meV represents the onset of
the Cu(111) surface state. The threshold energy for HPc tautomeriza-
tions which amounts to Eth = 408 meV is exceeded in the red-shaded
regime. (b) Schematic structure of HPc and the Cu(111) surface
(carbon: gray; nitrogen: green; hydrogen: white). (c) Topographic
scans of the four different tautomers of HPc on Cu(111) (U = 50 mV,
I = 50 pA). White arrows indicate the binding position of the central
hydrogen. (d) Telegraph noise measured with the tip positioned at the
green cross in panel (c). The four distinct height levels are labeled
with the corresponding tautomeric state.

becomes clear when looking at the electronic structure of
the substrate most often used in these studies, i.e., Ag(111)
[20–22]. Surface transport in Ag(111) is dominated by an
s, p–derived, electron-like surface state with an onset energy
EAg

on ≈ −63 meV [23]. As a result, the N-H stretching mode of
Pc molecules can readily be excited by hot electrons, whereas
hot holes with sufficient energy are energetically located far
below EAg

on , where no surface state is available any more.
To study tautomerization processes which are remotely

excited by hot holes, we present a MONA investigation of
phthalocyanine molecules on a Cu(111) substrate which offers
a much lower surface state onset at around ECu

on ≈ −450 meV,
i.e., |ECu

on | > Eth; see Fig. 1(a). This lower surface state onset
of Cu(111) allows us to measure hole and electron transport on
the same substrate. Additionally, we investigate the transition
from surface to bulk transport at negative energies with the
MONA technique.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE

Sample preparation and analysis were proceeded in two
separated chambers (base pressure p ≈ 1 × 10−10 mbar). The
Cu(111) single crystal was prepared by cycles of 30 min
Ar+ sputtering at an ion energy of 700 eV, followed by
20 min annealing at T ≈ 700 K. Phthalocyanine molecules
(H2Pc; Sigma-Aldrich) were deposited onto the clean Cu(111)
surface at room temperature with a four-cell evaporator (Do-
decon) from a filament-heated crucible. Data were measured
with a low-temperature STM at a temperature T ≈ 4.5 K
operated in the constant-current mode.

After deposition, single molecules are randomly dis-
tributed across the surface. To exclude the influence of
defects and surrounding molecules, lateral manipulation of
H2Pc molecules is necessary. Following the general recipes
described in Ref. [24], the attractive interaction between
molecule and tip at tunneling parameters U = 20 mV and
I = 5 . . . 50 nA allows us to pull the investigated molecule
to a defect-free area (20 × 20 nm2) and remove all other
molecules in close vicinity. In the next step, one cen-
tral proton can be removed by applying a bias voltage
U � 2.2 V with the STM tip positioned directly above
the molecule [25]. The resulting single HPc molecule is
located in a defect-free adsorption site on the Cu(111)
surface and separated by at least 10 nm from any other
molecule.

III. RESULTS

A. On-top measurements

The schematic structure of a deprotonated phthalocya-
nine molecule (HPc) superimposed to the atomic lattice of a
Cu(111) surface is shown in Fig. 1(b). Our data reveal that
HPc molecules adsorb on Cu(111) similarly to Ag(111) [20]
on bridge sites. HPc consists of four degenerated isoindol
groups composed of carbon (gray), nitrogen (green), and hy-
drogen (white) atoms linked by nitrogen atoms. Due to the
symmetry mismatch between the molecule (fourfold) and the
surface (sixfold), however, the degeneracy between the arms is
lifted upon adsorption on Cu(111). At imaging parameters of
50 mV and 50 pA, this manifests in different apparent heights
of the isoindol groups—in the following described as arms—
pointing along the closed-packed [011̄] and the [21̄1̄] axes
of the Cu(111) substrate, as displayed in the constant-current
images shown in Fig. 1(c).

The degeneracy is further reduced by the only remaining
central hydrogen atom which can bind to any of the four arms
and thereby defines four different tautomers. In the STM to-
pography images presented in panels 1 through 4 of Fig. 1(c),
the four tautomers of HPc can be distinguished by subtle
changes of the corresponding arm. For arms along the [011̄]
axis (panels 2 and 3) the presence of the H atom results in an
elongation of the respective arm (see the Appendix), while the
apparent height is slightly elevated if the H atom is bound to
an arm oriented along the [21̄1̄] axis (1 and 4).

Switching between these tautomers can be triggered by
injecting charge carriers above a certain threshold into the
molecule [26]. With the tip positioned at the green cross
in Fig. 1(c), these switches can simultaneously be induced
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FIG. 2. (a) Current-dependent tautomerization rate of HPc on
Cu(111) (U = −500 mV). The linear fit with a slope of m =
1.062 ± 0.043 confirms that the tautomerization is a one-electron
process. (b) Injection-energy-dependent HPc tautomerization yield
on Cu(111) and Ag(111). The data are fitted with multiple energy
thresholds. Literature values of the N-H stretching mode taken from
Refs. [27,28] are indicated by vertical lines at ±408 and ±816 meV.

and detected by a sudden change of the relative tip height.
This is evidenced by the temporal trace of the recorded tip
height in Fig. 1(d) which clearly shows four distinct levels
that correspond to the different tautomers.

An analysis of the current- and voltage-dependent switch-
ing rate provides a detailed understanding of the tautomer-
ization process. For HPc on Ag(111) it has been shown that
tautomerization processes are induced by single charge carri-
ers [26]. To verify this for HPc on Cu(111), we determined
the tunneling-current-dependent tautomerization rate in the
range between 350 pA � I � 4.05 nA at a bias voltage
U = −500 mV. The resulting data are plotted in a double-
logarithmic representation in Fig. 2(a). By fitting the data,
we obtain a slope of about 1, thereby confirming a linear
dependency between the switching rate and the tunneling
current. This result corroborates that the tautomerization of
HPc on Cu(111) is indeed triggered by a one-electron process,
as previously demonstrated for HPc on Ag(111) [26]. The
one-to-one correspondence between the amount of injected

TABLE I. Threshold energies for tautomerization of HPc on
Cu(111) extracted from fits compared to the energy of the N-H
stretching mode in HPc.

Eth,1 (meV) Eth,2 (meV)

Positive voltage 399 ± 57 803 ± 76
Negative voltage 424 ± 40 814 ± 11
N-H stretching mode [27,28] 408 816

charge carriers and the tautomerization rate allows us to tune
the tunneling current such that we achieve an optimal tau-
tomerization rate at various charge carrier energies for the
following measurements.

For further analysis, we therefore calculated the tautomer-
ization yield per μC by normalizing the number of observed
tautomerization events to the number of injected charge car-
riers obtained by multiplying the injection current with the
injection time. To analyze the energy dependence of the tau-
tomerization process, we determined the electron yield for
HPc tautomerization for a wide range of bias voltages. The
results for Cu(111) (blue dots) are presented in Fig. 2(b) and
compared to Ag(111) (red). Overall, we find that the electron
yield for HPc on Cu(111) is about one order of magnitude
lower than on Ag(111). This clearly exceeds any potential
influence from different STM tips [29]. For both substrates
the electron yield monotonically increases with the absolute
value of the injection energy |E − EF|. This increase is not
continuous but particularly steep at some injection energies
and much lower at others. As indicated by vertical black
lines, the transition between slowly and steeply increasing
electron yields occurs symmetrically around the Fermi energy
at about ±400 and ±800 meV and seems to be independent
of the particular substrate. The threshold energies for HPc
on Cu(111) are determined from fits [31] and presented in
Table I. It has been shown for HPc and H2Pc on Ag(111)
that these energies correspond to the N-H stretching mode
[16]. This strongly suggests that the tautomerization process
is induced by the inelastic excitation of vibrational modes,
although other mechanisms like resonant tunneling cannot
strictly be excluded [30].

For Ag(111), a third increase at ±160 meV has previously
been attributed to an in-plane bound mode [16]. Due to the
low switching rate below 400 meV, this steplike increase
cannot be confirmed on Cu(111). The insufficient switching
rate might be caused by a higher energy barrier between
the tautomeric states, potentially caused by a stronger bond
between the molecule and the Cu(111) surface as compared to
Ag(111). This assumption is supported by the generally lower
tautomerization rate and the stronger increases at around
±400 and ±800 meV. The difference of one order of magni-
tude for the low-energy increase (≈400 meV) can be clearly
seen in Fig. 2(b). For the high-energy increase (≈800 meV),
the quotients q+(−) = η1000

η700
are given in Table II, where η is

the electron yield at the given energies for positive (negative)
voltages. The factor q+(−)

Cu /q+(−)
Ag ≈ 2 (1.5) corroborates the

assumption of a higher tautomerization barrier for HPc on
Cu(111) as compared to HPc on Ag(111).
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TABLE II. Quotients q+(−) = η1000
η700

of the tautomerization rates
at +(−)1000 meV and +(−)700 meV for HPc on Cu(111) and
Ag(111).

q+ q−

Cu(111) 7.94 ± 0.24 3.89 ± 0.16
Ag(111) 3.99 ± 0.07 2.79 ± 0.18

B. Molecular nanoprobe

HPc on Cu(111) exhibits a reversible, charge-carrier-
induced tautomerization and therefore fulfills all requirements
for a novel technique which is capable of detecting ballistic
charge carrier transport on length scales of a few nanome-
ters, termed MOlecular NAnoprobe (MONA) [21]. In MONA,
charge carriers are injected at a distance d from the molecule;
see Fig. 3(a). Some of the injected charge carriers propagate
toward the molecule, where they may inelastically scatter and
induce a tautomerization. As described above in Fig. 1(c),
this change of the tautomeric state can be detected in STM
images. Therefore, an analysis of the switching probability
provides access to the substrate’s transport properties between
the charge carrier injection point, i.e., the location of the tip
apex, and the molecule, which acts as a charge detector.

To guarantee the reliability of MONA, a number of con-
ditions have to be fulfilled. First, noninvasive STM imaging
parameters must exist. For HPc on Cu(111) or Ag(111), for
example, this condition is fulfilled at U = 50 mV and I =
50 pA; see Fig. 2(b). At these imaging parameters the state of
the molecule after each pulse n can be probed and compared
with the state before the pulse, n − 1, thereby allowing for
the identification of switching events. Second, to reduce the
probability of multiple tautomerization events during a single
excitation pulse to an insignificant level, the pulse length has
to be adjusted to a tautomerization probability between 5%
and 15% per pulse. The electron yield η is calculated by the
number of observed tautomerization events NT divided by
the total amount of injected charge Q. Third, to achieve a
low error bar, given by �η = √

η(1 − η)/Q, all data points
presented in this study are given as the average over at least
1000 excitation pulses. Only if these three conditions are
fulfilled, the resulting electron yield contains valuable infor-
mation about the transport properties on the nanometer scale.

To examine whether the charge carrier transport on
Cu(111) exhibits potential anisotropies, the STM tip was po-
sitioned at various injection points on a circle with a radius
d = 4 nm around the detector molecule; see green stars in
Fig. 3(a). The angle α between two adjacent injection points in
the lower right quadrant which spans between α = 0◦ (along
closed-packed [011̄] axis) and α = 90◦ ([21̄1̄]), amounts to
15◦. Furthermore, we performed measurements at two refer-
ence points at α = 180◦ and 270◦. All data were taken at a
constant injection energy E = 900 meV.

The measured electron yield is plotted in a polar coordinate
system in Fig. 3(b). The inset shows the schematic structure
of the molecule and the underlying Cu(111) surface. First, we
would like to emphasize that the twofold symmetry of the
surface-molecule system manifests in the 20% difference in
electron yield measured between 0◦ and 90◦. The reference

FIG. 3. (a) STM topography image (U = 50 mV, I = 50 pA) of
a HPc molecule on Cu(111). The injection points are marked as green
stars in a distance d from the molecular center. (b) MONA electron
yield (injection energy E = 900 meV) of the HPc detector molecule.
A 20% difference is measured between α = 0◦ and α = 90◦, caused
by the twofold symmetry of the surface-molecule system. To better
visualize the symmetries, measured (black) data points are mirrored
(gray) along the [011̄] and [21̄1̄] axes and superimposed with the
schematic structure of the molecule and surface.

points at 180◦ and 270◦ match their counterparts and confirm
this twofold symmetry. Furthermore, when changing the in-
jection point from 0◦ to 45◦, the electron yield continuously
decreases by about a factor of 2, and then increases from 60◦
to 90◦ by about a factor of 1.5. Since the Cu(111) surface layer
exhibits a sixfold symmetry, the observed twofold symmetry
cannot originate from transport-related properties. Instead, the
anisotropy must be caused by an inhomogeneous coupling of
the molecule to the surface.

The results presented in Fig. 3(b) have some implications
on how measurements need to be performed, for example
when in the next step the energy dependence of charge carrier
transport on Cu(111) is determined by changing the injec-
tion energy during excitation pulse. Since the inhomogeneous
coupling between the molecule and the surface implies a
significant angle-dependent anisotropy, the STM tip has to
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FIG. 4. Injection-energy-dependent tautomerization rates of HPc
on Cu(111) (blue and black black data points indicating different
STM tips) and Ag(111) (red) measured with MONA at a tip-
sample distance d = 4 nm along the closed-packed [011̄] axis [0◦ in
Fig. 3(b)]. Two colored parabolas illustrate the energy range where
the Cu(111) and the Ag(111) surface states exist. Their onset energies
amount to ECu

on = −450 meV and EAg
on = −63 meV, respectively.

be positioned at a fixed injection point such that not only the
tip-molecule distance d but also the angle α remain constant.
To better exemplify the investigated transport properties, the
results obtained on Cu(111) will be compared to data mea-
sured under identical conditions on Ag(111).

As illustrated by two colored parabolas in the background
of Fig. 4, both surfaces exhibit a surface state with comparable
effective electron masses mCu

eff = 0.41me and mAg
eff = 0.38me

[32], but very different onset energies of ECu
on = −450 meV

and EAg
on = −63 meV [33]. Keeping in mind that the tau-

tomerization of HPc on either of these two surfaces requires
a threshold energy Eth = 408 meV, one realizes that charge
carrier transport via the Ag(111) surface state can only occur
at positive bias voltages. In contrast, the lower onset energy
of the Cu(111) surface state also allows for the injection
of high-energy holes (originating from an electron that tun-
nels out of the surface state into the tip). Even though bulk
bands also exist on both surfaces, due to geometric reasons
charge carriers in bulk states are expected to possess a signifi-
cantly lower probability to reach the molecule and therefore
result in a much lower electron yield with the MONA
technique.

Indeed, these expectations are confirmed by the experi-
mental data presented in Fig. 4. It shows the electron yield
measured on Cu(111) (black and blue data points) in com-
parison to Ag(111) (red). For both substrates, a monotonic
increase by at least two orders of magnitude is observed
at positive energies. On Ag(111) we recognize two energy
ranges where the electron yield rises particularly strongly
with increasing injection energy. These energy ranges agree
well with the excitation barriers Eth,1 = 408 meV and Eth,2 =
816 meV related to the N-H stretching mode of the HPc
molecule [27,28]. On Cu(111) these excitation barriers can-
not be identified due to the insufficient energy resolution. In

FIG. 5. Scheme of the tunneling process for bias voltages of
(a) U = −450 mV and (b) U = −600 mV. The surface state of
Cu(111) is represented by an upward opened blue parabola; the bulk
states are given by the blue shaded area. The length of the arrows
symbolizes the amount of tunneling electrons at the given energy.
The resulting holes are shaded for bulk states and nonshaded for
surface states. States below the threshold energy Eth,1 = −408 meV
are highlighted in gray. For comparison the surface state of Ag(111)
is shown in red.

agreement with the observations made for on-top measure-
ments, cf. Fig. 2(b), the electron yield for Cu(111) is roughly
one order of magnitude lower than for Ag(111).

At negative bias voltages, where electrons tunnel from
occupied sample states into empty tip states and thereby create
a hole in the metal’s conduction band, the behavior observed
on Ag(111) and Cu(111) is strikingly different. On Ag(111)
the surface state onset is at EAg

on = −63 meV, which is below
the energy threshold for tautomerization of HPc. Therefore,
at injection energies E � Eth,1, only holes in bulk states can
potentially induce a tautomerization. For these, as mentioned
earlier, a very low electron yield is expected, which is consis-
tent with the results presented in Fig. 4.

In contrast, the Cu(111) surface state onset is energetically
located at around ECu

on = −450 meV, i.e., at an energy slightly
above Eth,1, where tautomerization events may already be
triggered. Indeed, the data of Fig. 4 reveal a steep increase
of the electron yield right at E − EF ≈ −400 meV. Below the
surface state onset, i.e., at E − EF < −450 meV, however, no
further increase but a flat plateau with an almost constant elec-
tron yield is observed, in stark contrast to the steep increase of
the electron yield detected at positive bias.

IV. DISCUSSION

The data presented in Fig. 4 can qualitatively be explained
by considering a schematic potential diagram of tunneling
processes at negative sample bias values U . Figure 5(a) shows
the situation for U = −450 meV, where the tip’s Fermi level
is just aligned with the bottom of the Cu(111) surface state
at ECu

on . As symbolized by red arrows, tunneling processes of
electrons from the Ag(111) surface state into empty states of
the tip produce holes in the parabolically dispersing surface
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state band, but are limited to the narrow energy range between
the Fermi level and EAg

on = −63 meV. Since EAg
on � Eth,1,

relaxation of the excited hole in the Ag(111) surface state band
with electrons cannot release the energy required to trigger
HPc tautomerization.

The situation is significantly different for tunneling pro-
cesses that occur between occupied states in the Cu(111)
surface state (blue) and the tip, since ECu

on � Eth,1. Although
the majority of holes produced within the surface state band,
namely those in the energy range between ECu

F > E > Eth,1,
still possess an energy insufficient to trigger HPc tautomeriza-
tion, there exists a small energy window with holes between
Eth,1 > E > ECu

on where the relaxation of electrons from E ≈
ECu

F may produce an energy E > Eth,1. The transfer of energy
from these relaxation processes into the molecule leads to
the rapid increase of electron yield observed in this energy
window in Fig. 4.

This is in clear contrast to the unoccupied states, where
the surface states of Cu(111) and Ag(111) disperse within
the gap of the projected bulk band structure well above the
Fermi level [34], as illustrated in the potential diagram for
eU = −600 meV in Fig. 5(b). In the energy range between
ECu

on = −450 and −600 meV, holes can only be created in
bulk bands, where they have a much lower probability of
reaching the detector molecule and trigger tautomerization
events. Therefore, bulk states have an insignificant contribu-
tion to the overall transport, resulting in an essentially constant
tautomerization electron yield observed in this energy range in
Fig. 4.

V. CONCLUSION

In this study we characterized the tautomerization process
of HPc on Cu(111). The tautomerization rate is symmetric
around the Fermi level and exhibits two energy thresholds at
around −400 and −800 meV. Similarly to HPc on Ag(111),
a single charge carrier of sufficient energy can excite a N-H
stretching mode that in turn can induce a tautomerization.
These tautomerization events can be used in the MONA tech-
nique for the detection of charge carrier transport. Our MONA
measurements provide evidence for an inhomogeneous cou-
pling of HPc to the Cu(111) substrate, in agreement with the
symmetry mismatch between the sixfold-symmetric substrate
and fourfold-symmetric molecule. A detailed comparison of
the transport properties of the Ag(111) and the Cu(111) sur-
face corroborates that the MONA technique can be utilized to
detect both electron and hole transport and is sensitive to the
band structure.
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APPENDIX: DISTINCTION OF TAUTOMERIC STATES

The correct determination of the tautomeric state of HPc
on Cu(111) is essential for this study. While the tautomers
1 and 4 in Fig. 1(c) of the main text can easily be assigned
due to the elevation of the corresponding arm along the [21̄1̄]
axis, the distinction between tautomers 2 and 3 is difficult
[see Fig. 6(a)]. To highlight the slight elongation of the cor-
responding arms line profiles along the [011̄] axis are shown
in Fig. 6(b). While the maxima of the arms are at a similar
position for both tautomers, the minimum between the arms
shifts by approximately 0.1 nm. This shift can also be seen in
Fig. 6(c), where scans of both tautomers are overlapped.

For the analysis of MONA measurements, both a line
profile and an overlap would be much too time consuming.
For the purpose of determining the switching rate, however,
it is not necessary to analyze the exact state of each scan.
Instead, it is sufficient to identify any change in the tautomeric
state between two successive scans, which is possible with the
naked eye (see the movie in the Supplemental Material [35]).

FIG. 6. (a) Topograpic scans of tautomers 2 and 3 (U = 50 mV,
I = 50 pA). White arrows indicate the binding position of the central
hydrogen. For better distinction line profiles along the green lines
(black for 2, red for 3) are shown in (b). The elongation of arms
along the [011̄] axis can be seen in the overlap of tautomers in (c).
The relevant center of the molecule is enlarged.
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